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UNDERSTANDING: Students will understand how to think critically about and 
review a piece of theater, how to better speak with a believable southern dialect, about 
the text To Kill A Mockingbird.  
 
KNOWLEDGE: Students will know… 

- that trigger words can help ease back into a dialect 
- how to approach certain words and sounds in a southern dialect 
- that detail is required when reviewing a theatrical piece 

 
SKILLS: Students will be able to… 

- continue their individual and group development of a southern dialect 
- demonstrate a southern dialect with listening and repeating 
- demonstrate a southern dialect while reading appropriate text 
- give critical, specific review of their own/a peer’s theatrical work 
- verbally recall pas plot from Mockingbird 
- listen and read text from To Kill A Mockingbird 

 
PERFORMANCE TASKS: 

- Warm up (10 minutes) 
o Focusing, breathing and physical warm up (routine) 
o Game: Woosh, Woah, Here 

- Arabian Nights Review (15-20 minutes) 
o Chairs in a circle. One at a time, students give a verbal review of the 

recent fall play, Arabian Nights. Teacher reminds them of the guidelines: 
say whether you liked it, didn’t like it, or had mixed feelings and three 
specific reasons why (acting, technical elements, direction, etc.) 

o Start with people who have yet to review a piece for this class, then 
continue with anyone who would like to speak about it, including actors 
who participated in the play 

o Encourage discussion among the students if differences in opinions arise 
- Southern Dialect Review (5 minutes) 

o Using words and sentences from the Deep South Dialect packet, have 
students repeat after teacher. 

o Introduce idea of trigger words: words that can easily help you slip into 
a dialect. (ex. Lemonade, for southern) 

- Read TKAM (15-20 minutes) 
o Teacher passes around plays and assigns first parts for those who didn’t 

get to read last time, then other volunteers 
o Teacher or student reads stage directions 
o Pages 34-55 

CLOSE: 
- Collect books. We will watch Act 2 (from the courtroom scene onward) in 

movie form starting next class. Have a great day! 


